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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 1 

A. Witness Identification 2 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 3 

A. My name is Paul R. Moul.  My business address is 251 Hopkins Road, Haddonfield, NJ  4 

08033-3062. 5 

Q. Have you previously submitted direct testimony on behalf of The Peoples Gas Light 6 

and Coke Company (“Peoples Gas”) and North Shore Gas Company (“North 7 

Shore”) (together, “the Utilities”) in these consolidated Dockets? 8 

A. Yes. 9 

B. Purposes of Testimony 10 

Q. What are the purposes of your rebuttal testimony in this proceeding? 11 

A. I provide the Utilities’ response to the direct testimony of Illinois Commerce Commission 12 

(“Commission” or “ICC”) Staff witness Michael McNally and the Illinois Attorney 13 

General (“AG”) witness Michael L. Brosch.1 14 

C. Summary of Conclusions 15 

Q. Please summarize the conclusions of your rebuttal testimony. 16 

A. The proposal by Mr. McNally significantly understates the Utilities’ cost of equity for 17 

test year 2013 and for the rate effective period beyond that.  In determining the cost of 18 

equity, the Commission should address the following issues: (i) whether the cost of 19 

equity proposed by Mr. McNally is consistent with the likely future expectations of 20 

investors, (ii) whether the Discounted Cash Flow (“DCF”) model applied by Mr. 21 

                                                 
1 As CUB-City adopts Mr. Brosch’s position, this rebuttal addresses CUB-City’s position on this issue as 

well. 
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McNally to the Delivery Group data produces results that make common sense, and (iii) 22 

the extent to which other methods, in particular the Risk Premium approach and Capital 23 

Asset Pricing Model (“CAPM”), provide reasonable measures of the cost of common 24 

equity.  In his testimony, Mr. Brosch argues that the equity return determined by the 25 

Commission in the Utilities’ last rate case should be used again in these cases.  He 26 

reaches this conclusion by comparing that return to a tabulation of returns set in other rate 27 

cases based upon the survey contained in the November 2012 issue of Public Utilities 28 

Fortnightly.  But as I show below, a higher return is warranted based upon returns 29 

established in other utility rate cases. 30 

Q. How does the cost of equity proposed by Staff compare to the utility returns recently 31 

authorized nationally? 32 

A. Technical disputes about methodology and data aside, the Staff proposed cost of equity is 33 

simply not representative of the returns investors can earn on other investments of 34 

comparable risk, including investments in other delivery utilities like the Utilities.  In this 35 

regard, it is worthwhile to consult, as did Mr. Brosch, other recognized databases to see 36 

whether this return is comparable to those returns.  Two such databases exist.  First, the 37 

database of rate case decisions is available from Public Utility Reports (“PUR”).  Second, 38 

Regulatory Research Association (“RRA”), a service provided by SNL Financial, 39 

contains these data.  According to both of these databases, the average regulatory return 40 

for 2011 and 2012 is 10.15%.  It is also useful to analyze the authorized returns tabulated 41 

by RRA according to the rankings assigned to each commission.  For this purpose, the 42 

authorized returns for electric and gas utilities have been sorted as shown below. 43 
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Commission 
Profiles

Number 
of Cases

Average 
Equity 
Return

Above Average 28 10.76
Average 1 23 10.34
Average 2 42 10.03
Average 3 27 9.68
Below Average 26 9.78

Total 146 10.15

Regulatory Authorized Equity Returns
Years 2011 and 2012

 

 As can be seen above, the higher ranked commissions generally grant higher returns in 44 

rate case decisions for the electric and gas utilities.  In the case where higher returns are 45 

awarded in rate cases, the credit rating agencies and investors view regulatory 46 

commissions as providing more support for their utilities.  This result is beneficial to both 47 

the utilities and their customers, because utilities that have more supportive regulation 48 

have better access to capital at lower costs.  This is typically revealed by higher bond 49 

ratings that are obtained by utilities that receive more regulatory support.  The rate of 50 

return on common equity proposed by Mr. McNally is woefully inadequate to provide the 51 

Utilities with the opportunity to earn their cost of capital as investors currently perceive 52 

and are likely to perceive for the test year of 2013 and for the rate effective period 53 

beyond that. 54 

Q. Would the financial community be concerned if the Commission were to adopt costs 55 

of equity proposed by Staff? 56 

A. Yes.  The return on equity used by the Commission to set rates embodies in a single 57 

numerical value a clear signal of the degree of regulatory support for the financial 58 
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strength of the utilities that it regulates.  Although cost allocations, rate design issues, and 59 

regulatory policies relative to the cost of service are important considerations, the 60 

opportunity to achieve a reasonable return on equity represents a direct signal to the 61 

investment community of regulatory support for the utility’s financial strength (or lack 62 

thereof).  In a single figure, the return on equity utilized to set rates provides a common 63 

and widely understood benchmark that can be compared from one company to another 64 

and is the basis by which returns on all financial assets (stocks – both utility and non-65 

regulated, bonds, money market instruments, and so forth) can be measured.  So, while 66 

varying degrees of sophistication are required to interpret the meaning of specific 67 

Commission policies on technical matters, the return on equity figure is universally 68 

understood and communicates to investors the types of returns that they can reasonably 69 

expect from an investment in utilities operating in Illinois.  For a utility to obtain new 70 

capital and retain existing capital at reasonable cost and on reasonable terms, the 71 

authorized rate of return on common equity must be high enough to satisfy investors with 72 

returns that are commensurate with the risk of their investments.  The cost of equity 73 

proposed by Mr. McNally, if adopted by the Commission would provide a signal to the 74 

investment community of unsupportive regulation for the Utilities.   75 

Q. Are there objective indications of the level of returns expected by investors for the 76 

companies that comprise the Delivery Group? 77 

A. Yes.  According to the Value Line reports dated August 24, 2012 and September 7, 2012, 78 

the current and forecasted returns for the Delivery Group are: 79 
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2012 9.8%
2013 10.3%
2015-17 11.0%  

 The returns shown above are those that investors expect for the utilities that comprise the 80 

Delivery Group, which exceed substantially the cost of equity proposal by Mr. McNally. 81 

Q. Do you agree with any aspects of the testimony submitted by Mr. McNally? 82 

A. Yes, there are several.  We are in general agreement that more than one approach should 83 

be used to measure the cost of equity.  Mr. McNally and I also agree that analysts’ 84 

forecasts should be used to measure the growth rate component of the DCF model.  We 85 

further agree that the timing of the quarterly dividend payments should be reflected in the 86 

dividend yield component of the DCF model.  We also agree with the composition of the 87 

Delivery Group, which represents the proxy group that is used to apply the models of the 88 

cost of equity.  Unfortunately, Mr. McNally failed to consider the additional proxy group 89 

that I identified as the Combination Group.  There is also serious disagreement about the 90 

relative weight that should be afforded to the results of the various methods.  91 

II. RESPONSE TO MR. MICHAEL MCNALLY 92 

A. Utility Sample Selection 93 

Q. Does Mr. McNally accept your proxy group for the purpose of measuring the cost of 94 

equity in this case? 95 

A. He accepts one of the two proxy groups that I propose in this case.  Mr. McNally accepts 96 

my Delivery Group for the purpose of applying the financial models – DCF and CAPM – 97 

for determining the Utilities’ market rates of return on common equity.  As Mr. McNally 98 

acknowledges, “the market-required rate of return on common equity is a function of 99 

operating and financial risk.  Thus, the method used to select a sample should reflect both 100 
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the operating and financial characteristics of a firm.  I adopted the same group of gas 101 

utility companies that Companies’ witness Moul used in his estimate of the return on 102 

common equity for North Shore and Peoples Gas.”  (Staff Ex. 5, 13:266-272)  However, 103 

there are specific ratesetting mechanisms that may require separate recognition when 104 

setting the rate of return on common equity in this case.  Mr. McNally makes a 105 

downward adjustment to the Delivery Group’s cost of equity for Rider UEA.  As I will 106 

explain below, no adjustment is required to establish the return for the Utilities in this 107 

regard.  Mr. McNally also explains that no adjustment to the Utilities’ rate of return on 108 

common equity is required for Rider VBA.  However, to be consistent with Staff 109 

testimony in prior rate cases for the Utilities at Docket Nos. 07-0241/0242 and Nos. 09-110 

0166/0167, it is now necessary to increase the Utilities’ return by 10 basis points for 111 

Rider VBA.  Such an increase in the Utilities’ return would reverse a prior adjustment for 112 

Rider VBA, because there is now no earnings impact associated with Rider VBA, as I 113 

will explain below. 114 

B. Use of Spot Data in Financial Models 115 

Q. Do you agree with Mr. McNally that historical spot-day stock prices should be used 116 

to determine the dividend yield in the DCF model, because “current stock prices 117 

reflect the market's current expectation of both the cash flows the securities will 118 

produce and the rate at which those cash flows are discounted, an observed change 119 

in the market price does not necessarily indicate a change in the required rate of 120 

return on common equity.” (Staff Ex. 5.0, 16:328-331)? 121 

A. No.  The use of stock prices on one particular date in the past invites all sorts of 122 

problems.  First, a single day's stock price can produce an anomalous outcome because it 123 
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is subject to the vagaries of the market.  Indeed, there is evidence to suggest that short-124 

term inefficiencies can exist in stock prices, and those effects can be magnified when 125 

only a spot price is considered in the DCF return.  Indeed, even proponents of the 126 

effective market hypothesis recognize that there are varying degrees of efficiency, i.e., 127 

weak, semi-strong, and strong, which suggest that anomalies exist in the marketplace for 128 

common stocks.2  While arbitrage provides opportunities to address market inefficiencies, 129 

there are limits to arbitrage.  That is to say, stocks can trade at prices other than their 130 

fundamental valuation for extended periods of time.  And, we do not know if the stock 131 

prices for all companies on November 9, 2012 (or any other single day in the past) were 132 

efficiently priced.   133 

 Second, the use of a single day's stock price is dependent upon the time when the 134 

analyst decides to prepare his/her study.  Hence, the choice of a spot, one-day price is 135 

arbitrary, more so than a recent historical average.   136 

 Third, using a single day's price introduces the potential for gamesmanship into 137 

the rate of return.  Given the wide swings in share values and the overall financial market 138 

uncertainty experienced over the past several years, a longer measurement period 139 

provides a more objective basis for a rate of return recommendation.  As the Commission 140 

noted in its Order dated January 21, 2010 in Docket Nos. 09-0166/09-0167 (cons):  141 

“… it would be useful for the Commission to be told the conditions or 142 
financial climate of the spot day and whether any of these might cause 143 
material market inefficiencies. And, more importantly, we would expect 144 
the expert to be acutely attuned to that environment in making a selection. 145 
The choice of a spot day may be random or informed and we prefer some 146 
reasonable combination of both. While the Commission has traditionally 147 
accepted ―spot day analysis, we are not absolutely committed to this 148 
approach.”   149 

                                                 
2 R. Brealey, S. Myers and F. Allen, Principles Of Corporate Finance (9th Ed. 2008), at pp. 378-379. 
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The Commission essentially reiterated its opinion on this matter in the Utilities’ last rate 150 

case (Docket Nos. 11-0280/0281 (cons.)), where it stated that “…the Commission has not 151 

been fully committed to in the past such as Staff’s and GCI’s use of ‘spot day’ 152 

analysis…”  Mr. McNally has failed to address any of the points identified as relevant by 153 

the Commission. 154 

 Finally, perhaps the most obvious point is that a single-day spot price is historical 155 

in nature, as it is already one month old and will be seven months old by the time of the 156 

Commission’s decision.  There is no basis to assume, as Mr. McNally does, that the 157 

economic conditions that were present on a single day in 2012 will prevail throughout 158 

2013 and the remainder of the rate effective period from rates set in these cases.  Thus, if 159 

these prices are used without any consideration of their representativeness and 160 

applicability for the test year, then their use is entirely arbitrary. 161 

Q. Have you compared the prices that were used by Mr. McNally to more recent 162 

market prices? 163 

A. Yes.  I have found that the prices today are different than the ones used by Mr. McNally. 164 

The change in prices is symptomatic of the volatility associated with the stock market, 165 

which highlights the serious limitations of the use of spot prices.  This highlights the 166 

shortcomings of using spot prices that are subject to market conditions on a particular day 167 

that may not be representative for the prospective future period of the proposed rates. 168 

  To sum up, rate-setting is not intended to set the return level based on the 169 

economic conditions that were present on a single day in the past, but rather one that is 170 

reasonably representative for the period the utility’s rates will be effective.  The use of 171 

historical spot-day stock prices can accomplish the objective of establishing a 172 
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representative cost of equity only by chance, and a remote one at that. 173 

C. DCF Methodology 174 

Q. Do you have specific concerns regarding Staff’s use of the DCF model? 175 

A. Mr. McNally has been inconsistent in his selection of DCF models.  In the Utilities’ 2007 176 

rate cases, Staff used a single-stage DCF model.  For the Utilities’ 2009 rate cases, Staff 177 

switched over to a multi-stage DCF model.  Another switch was made in the Utilities’ 178 

2011 rate case where Staff reverted to a single stage model.  As the Commission noted in 179 

the Utilities’ 2009 rate case, a robust showing is required when selecting the form of the 180 

DCF.  In this case, Mr. McNally compares the Zacks/Reuters growth rates for the 181 

companies in his Delivery Group with a variety of forecasts of GDP growth and 182 

concludes that there is no need to use a non-constant DCF model in these cases.  Based 183 

on his testimony in this and prior cases, it seems that Mr. McNally’s position is that the 184 

form of the DCF model to be used is governed by which is lower, the analysts’ growth 185 

rate forecasts or the GDP growth rates.  That is to say, when the analysts’ growth rates 186 

are at or below the GDP growth, then a constant growth DCF model is used.  Otherwise, 187 

a non-constant growth rate model is employed to produce a lower DCF result when the 188 

analysts’ growth rates are above the GDP growth.  This “lower of” approach biases the 189 

DCF result against the utility. 190 

Q. What is your assessment of the Staff DCF evidence in this case? 191 

A. The Staff DCF model is not producing a reliable measure of the cost of equity for the 192 

Utilities.  As explained in my direct testimony (see PGL Ex. 3.0 and NS Ex. 3.0), I have 193 

demonstrated that through the use of the Combination Group that the DCF result for the 194 

Delivery Group understates a reasonable cost of equity for the Utilities.  For example, 195 
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Mr. McNally shows DCF returns of 6.52% for Southwest Gas, 7.66% for New Jersey 196 

Resources, and 7.88% for Consolidated Edison.  Such returns cannot be viewed as 197 

anything approaching the cost of equity for these companies nor a fair return.  To verify 198 

my assessment of the results of the DCF model for the Delivery Group, I have isolated 199 

the DCF returns that Mr. McNally has calculated for the utilities that are part of the S&P 200 

500.  As determined from Staff’s workpaper identified “S&P 500 Return 2012-3.xlsx,” 201 

the average DCF return for the 28 utilities in the group that have positive analysts’ 202 

growth rates3 is 9.73%.  Of these companies, twenty (20), or 71%, have gas distribution 203 

business segments, so the 9.73% DCF return provides a reflection of the cost of equity 204 

for a gas distribution utility.  Further, Staff’s DCF returns are understated because they 205 

fail to contain the leverage adjustment that is necessary in the ratesetting context.  While I 206 

understand the desire to rely on a model that has often worked over the years, in this case 207 

the evidence shows that it is not providing accurate or reliable results.   208 

D. Risk Premium/CAPM Methodology 209 

Q. Mr. McNally derived his risk-free rate from spot quotes on November 9, 2012 (Staff 210 

Ex. 5.0, 22:440-443), whereas you also considered forecast yields published in Blue 211 

Chip Financial Forecasts.  Are there problems inherent in basing the risk-free rate 212 

on a quote from a single day in the past? 213 

A. Yes, for the same reasons I discussed with respect to Mr. McNally’s reliance on historical 214 

spot-day stock prices.  Current forecasts of interest rates by Blue Chip Financial Forecast, 215 

as well as Global Insight and EIA, two sources relied upon by Mr. McNally, show 216 

                                                 
3 The three utilities that have negative analysts’ growth rates and were excluded are Ameren Corporation, 

Entergy Corporation, and PPL Corporation. 
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increases in yields on Treasury obligations during the test year and beyond: 217 

Year

Blue 
Chip: 30-

year

Global 
Insight: 
10-year

EIA: 10-
year

2013 (4 qtrs.) 3.1% 2.16% 2.76%
2014 3.6% 3.03% 3.63%
2015 4.3% 3.92% 4.67%
2016 5.0% 4.73% 5.01%
2017 5.3% 4.88% 5.02%
2018 5.5% 4.88% 5.02%

Average
2014-18 4.7% 4.29% 4.67%
2019-23 5.5% 4.88% 5.04%

Treasury Yields

 

Each of the forecasts show a steady increase in Treasury yields forecast for the future.  218 

While the Blue Chip forecast is for 30-year yields that both Mr. McNally and I used as 219 

the measure of the risk-free rate of return, the longest maturity shown in the Global 220 

Insight and EIA forecast is for 10-year Treasury Notes.  The difference in yields between 221 

10-year notes and 30-year bonds strongly suggests that the risk-free rate of return will be 222 

appreciably higher in 2013 than the 2.77% yield that was used by Mr. McNally.  Indeed, 223 

for the test year and for rate effective period beyond that, a risk free rate of return toward 224 

the 4% area would be appropriate. 225 

Q. Does Mr. McNally follow a standard approach to adjust his betas that he 226 

independently calculates? 227 

A. Yes.   228 

Q. Does he need to engage in this separate set of calculations? 229 

A. No.  While his adjustment procedure is not dissimilar to the type of adjustment used by 230 
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Value Line, I see no need to calculate separate betas.  It is well known that investors use 231 

the Value Line data.  There is no evidence that the betas calculated by Mr. McNally have 232 

any bearing on investor expected returns, and in setting rates of return that is what is 233 

relevant.  Even if Mr. McNally was correct that his calculations are theoretically 234 

appropriate, investors simply could not have relied on them.  The Value Line data is 235 

relied upon by investors.  As such, the Value Line betas should be used directly in the 236 

cost of capital computation.  To augment the Value Line betas with other information that 237 

investors do not use is not appropriate, regardless of the theoretical underpinnings of the 238 

modifications.  Based on my experience with the Staff’s computation of its own betas, 239 

there is a consistent downward bias in these betas, which have always been lower than 240 

Value Line betas.  Mr. McNally has also not shown that investors use the Zack’s betas as 241 

adjusted by him in the way that he proposes. 242 

Q. Please respond to Mr. McNally criticisms of your risk premium analysis (Staff Ex. 243 

5.0, 33:654-34:683). 244 

A. First, the historical data that I used for developing the equity risk premium for the S&P 245 

Public Utilities are entirely appropriate for the reasons explained in my direct testimony.  246 

Second, the A-rated utility bond provides a common representation of the credit quality 247 

rating for investment grade public utility bonds.  It also represents the average credit 248 

quality rating of the Delivery Group.  Third, I tailored my equity risk premium to the 249 

market fundamentals most likely to exist for the future.  It is for this reason that I gave 250 

greatest emphasis to the more recent data covering the periods 1974-2007 and 1979-251 

2007.  As to my selection of a utility equity risk premium, I have taken a balanced 252 

approach by utilizing a premium for the S&P Public Utilities which is between the lowest 253 
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premium and the highest premium.  254 

  As to the issue of the time period that I analyzed, which ended in 2007, let me 255 

explain why the terminal year of my analysis ended with the returns realized through 256 

2007.  I did not choose to terminate my analysis with 2007 data.  Rather, the analysis 257 

ended in 2007 because of the inability to obtain later data.  An update beyond 2007 was 258 

not prepared because of the difficulty in obtaining the return on public utility bonds from 259 

Lehman Brothers, which is in bankruptcy.  It is noteworthy that my historical analysis 260 

missed the large negative returns on stocks during the financial crisis after 2007.  But, it 261 

also missed the large positive returns that occurred during the recovery following the 262 

resolution of the financial crisis.  The cumulative returns on large company stocks for 263 

2008, 2009, 2010, and 2011 were just -1.6%.  The S&P 500 Composite Index has 264 

recovered to within 91% (1416.18 ÷ 1549.38) of its all time closing peak level, which 265 

occurred prior to the financial crisis.  Hence, the fall and rebound in stock prices after 266 

2007 indicate that the cumulative returns up to 2007 continue to be relevant today in 267 

measuring the common equity risk premium. 268 

  I determined that the required common equity risk premium for the Delivery 269 

Group was 5.50%, which is less than that for the S&P Public Utilities due to differences 270 

in the composition of the companies that comprise each group – the S&P Public Utilities 271 

are comprised of integrated generation and distribution electric companies as well as 272 

distribution-only electric and natural gas companies.  Due to differences in risk 273 

fundamentals represented by an analysis that considered size, market ratios, common 274 

equity ratio, return on book equity, operating ratios coverage, quality of earnings, 275 

internally generated funds, and betas, I determined that 5.50% would be a reasonable 276 
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common equity risk premium for the Delivery Group, which is 88% (5.50% ÷ 6.23%) of 277 

the common equity risk premium of the S&P Public Utilities.  The data provide a 278 

reasonable differentiation of the risk between the groups. 279 

E. Leverage Adjustment 280 

Q. Mr. McNally claims that your leverage adjustment to the DCF and CAPM models 281 

finds no basis in financial theory (Staff Ex. 5.0, 35:685-703).  Is he correct? 282 

A. No.  In order to make the DCF results relevant to the Utilities’ weighted average cost of 283 

capital (“WACC”) calculated using the capitalization measured at book value, the 284 

market-derived cost rate cannot be used without modification.  Leverage differs 285 

depending on whether it is calculated using market-based data or book values.  My 286 

leverage modification to the DCF was fully supported in my direct testimony, where I 287 

demonstrated that the market value of the capitalization for the Delivery Group is much 288 

higher than its book value capitalization.  This is further explained in NS-PGL Ex. 24.1, 289 

which is one of the workpapers underlying my direct testimony.  To make the 290 

market-derived DCF results applicable in the rate-setting context, it is necessary to 291 

account for the higher financial risk that arises from the lower common equity ratio 292 

measured by book value as compared to the higher common equity ratio measured by 293 

market value.  Viewed from another perspective, if all parties used market-determined 294 

capital structure ratios of 37.63% long-term debt, 0.20% preferred stock, and 62.16% 295 

common equity, then no adjustment would be needed.  But because they do not, an 296 

adjustment is necessary to accurately reflect the rate of return on common equity in the 297 

rate-setting context.  The adjustment is fully justified by financial theory that recognizes 298 

that as the proportion of borrowed funds in the capital structure increases, there is an 299 
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increase in the cost of equity to compensate for the increase in financial risk. 300 

Q. Do you agree that the intrinsic level of risk is not changed no matter how the 301 

leverage of a firm is measured as Mr. McNally claims (Staff Ex. 5.0, 35:694-697)? 302 

A. No.  As Professors Modigliani and Miller proved 50 years ago (as discussed in my direct 303 

testimony), the amount of leverage, or proportion of debt, in a firm’s capital structure is 304 

directly related to the firm’s financial risk and cost of equity.  Mr. McNally’s analogy to 305 

the measurement of temperature on two scales is no analogy at all.  Unlike temperature, 306 

there is only one scale for measuring financial risk and that is the amount of leverage in a 307 

firm’s capital structure.  A firm’s financial risk changes when the quantities of debt and 308 

equity capital, on which the measurement is based, are changed.  Please refer to NS-PGL 309 

Ex. 24.1 for the specifics.  For the Delivery Group, the average market value of their debt 310 

is $2,781,952 and the book value of their debt is $2,401,883.  Both of these measures are 311 

stated as dollar values; there has been no change in the units of measurement.  Likewise 312 

for their equity.  The average market value of the Delivery Group’s common equity is 313 

$3,787,595 and the corresponding book value is $2,505,100.  Again, both are stated in 314 

dollars and there has been no change in the units of measurement.  A measurement of 315 

financial risk that is based on a market-value capitalization cannot be applied directly to 316 

book-value capitalization if there is a material difference attributed to a change in 317 

financial risk between the two.  Unlike temperature where the relationship between the 318 

scales of measurement are fixed (i.e., the freezing point of water is either 0° or 32° 319 

depending upon the measurement scale chosen), the financial risk associated with a 320 

market-value capitalization can be higher or lower than the financial risk associated with 321 

a book-value capitalization, depending on the quantities, stated in dollars, of debt and 322 
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equity measured and their relative proportion to the total capitalization.  Financial risk is 323 

measured as a percent of fixed-cost (i.e., senior) capital.  That is to say, the quantities that 324 

are used to measure financial risk account for the different quantities of debt and equity 325 

that result from market and book valuations of capital.  326 

According to Mr. McNally’s analogy one would measure temperature on the 327 

Celsius scale and then simply assert that the temperature had the same value on the 328 

Fahrenheit scale.  Mr. McNally’s position that a cost of equity derived from market-329 

valued capitalizations may be applied to a book-value capitalization is just like saying 330 

zero degrees Celsius equals zero degrees Fahrenheit.  Just as zero degrees Celsius equals 331 

thirty-two degrees Fahrenheit, it is indisputable that there is more financial risk 332 

associated with a 53.83% common equity ratio than there is with a 62.16% common 333 

equity ratio.  The company’s risk-adjusted return associated with a market-value 334 

capitalization is different than its risk-adjusted return associated with a book-value 335 

capitalization.  Therefore, in order to apply a measurement of a return measured based on 336 

a firm’s market-value capitalization compared to a book-value capitalization, the 337 

measurement must be adjusted before it is applied to the firm’s capitalization measured 338 

based on book value. 339 

F. Size Adjustment 340 

Q. Mr. McNally challenges the need to adjust the CAPM results for size.  Are his 341 

challenges well founded? 342 

A. No.  Mr. McNally references the Wong article as justification for rejecting the size 343 

adjustment.  (Staff Ex. 5.0, 36:709-40:806)  The Wong article notes that betas for 344 

non-regulated companies are historically larger than the betas of the utilities.  This is not 345 
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a revelation, because history shows that utilities generally have lower betas than many 346 

other types of companies, based upon many years of observing the Value Line betas.  347 

This fact does not invalidate the additional risk associated with small size.   348 

  The Wong article further concludes that size cannot be explained in terms of beta.  349 

Again, this should not be a surprise.  Beta is not the tool that should be employed to make 350 

that determination.  Beta is a measure of systematic (market) risk and it does not provide 351 

the means to identify the return necessary to compensate for a company-specific 352 

additional risk of small size.   353 

  I rely on the Fama/French study, “The Cross-Section of Expected Stock Returns,” 354 

The Journal of Finance, June 1992, which identified size as a separate factor that helps 355 

explain returns.  This study is widely cited for the well-accepted proposition that, all 356 

other things equal, a smaller company has more risk than a larger company. Further, the 357 

article by Dr. Thomas Zepp presented research on water utilities that support a small firm 358 

effect in the utility industry.4   359 

G. Effect of Riders on Utilities’ Operating Risk 360 

Q. Mr. McNally makes an additional adjustment to the cost of equity for Rider UEA 361 

that the Utilities already have in place.  Is this adjustment appropriate? 362 

A. No.  The adjustment for Riders UEA as proposed by Mr. McNally is not warranted.  363 

Rider UEA has been in effect for the Utilities, and hence there is no change in risk that 364 

has occurred since the last case that would warrant an adjustment here.  Moreover, 365 

trackers such as Rider UEA have become quite common in the natural gas utility 366 

business.  Indeed, according to NS-PGL Ex. 24.2, a September 2012 AGA report on 367 

                                                 
4 Zepp (2002), “Utility stocks and the size effect: revisited”,  Economics and Finance Quarterly, 43, 578- 

582 
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innovative rates, 61 natural gas utilities in 24 states currently have rate recovery 368 

mechanisms associated with bad debt costs.  In fact, eight (8) out of thirteen (13), or 61%, 369 

of the Delivery Group companies have bad debt trackers: AGL Resources Inc. (Nicor 370 

Gas), Atmos Energy Corp., Piedmont Natural Gas, Southwest Gas, WGL Holdings Inc., 371 

Consolidated Edison., Northeast Utilities, and UIL Holdings.  Therefore, there is no basis 372 

to make an adjustment to the Utilities’ cost of equity attributed to Rider UEA because 373 

most of the companies in the Delivery Group already have these types of trackers.   374 

Q. Why do you believe that it is now necessary to increase the Utilities’ return for 375 

Rider VBA? 376 

A. When Rider VBA was initiated for the Utilities, the Staff in its testimony and the 377 

Commission in its orders in Docket Nos. 07-0241/0242 (cons.) and 09-0166/0167 (cons.) 378 

reduced the Utilities’ equity return for the effects of Rider VBA.  In later cases, as here, 379 

no adjustment was made for Rider VBA because the effect of decoupling, such as Rider 380 

VBA, is already reflected in the market-evidence obtained from the companies that 381 

comprise the Delivery Group.  As Mr. McNally acknowledges, nearly all companies in 382 

the Delivery Group have some form of decoupling mechanism.  But as of this date, the 383 

Utilities are no longer recording the earnings benefit of Rider VBA.  As revealed in 384 

footnote 20 to the Integrys Energy Group, Inc. (“Integrys”) third quarter 2012 Form 10-385 

Q, the status of Rider VBA is in serious doubt.  Integrys has described the present status 386 

of Rider VBA as follows:  387 

The Illinois Attorney General appealed the ICC’s approval 388 
of decoupling and filed a motion to stay the implementation 389 
of the permanent decoupling mechanism or make 390 
collections subject to refund. On May 16, 2012, the ICC 391 
issued a revised amendatory order granting the Illinois 392 
Attorney General’s motion to make revenues collected 393 
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under the permanent decoupling mechanism subject to 394 
refund. Refunds would be required if the Illinois Appellate 395 
Court (Court) finds that the ICC did not have the authority 396 
to approve decoupling and the Court orders a refund. As a 397 
result, the recovery of amounts related to decoupling is 398 
uncertain. Therefore, PGL and NSG reduced revenues by 399 
$13.2 million in the second quarter of 2012 related to 400 
decoupling amounts accrued for regulatory recovery as of 401 
March 31, 2012. These amounts and decoupling amounts 402 
accrued thereafter have a reserve established against them 403 
equal to the amount accrued. As of September 30, 2012, a 404 
reserve of $14.9 million was recorded.  PGL and NSG plan 405 
to defend the authority of the ICC to approve the 406 
decoupling mechanism. PGL and NSG still intend to file 407 
with the ICC for rate recovery, beginning in 2013, for 408 
amounts accrued related to decoupling since the decoupling 409 
mechanism is still in place.  410 

So, although the Utilities are continuing to accrue and bill customers for amounts 411 

recoverable/refundable under Rider VBA, the related amounts are being reserved for the 412 

potential that the appellate court rules the rider invalid.  As such, the Utilities’ income 413 

statement does not reflect the earnings effect of Rider VBA.  Thus, for the purposes of 414 

the Utilities’ earnings, Rider VBA does not exist, and this makes the Utilities 415 

substantially different from the Delivery Group.  Hence, the Commission should now 416 

reverse the previous adjustment to the Utilities’ return for Rider VBA and increase the 417 

return by 10 basis points. 418 

Q. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony? 419 

A. Yes.  420 


